A 100-watt bulb consumes as much power as the magnet in our NMR Spectrometers.

Since Perkin-Elmer’s entire line of NMR Spectrometers employs permanent magnets, the only power required for the magnet is for thermostatting and supplying the Golay coils.

They need no troublesome cooling water and no noisy water refrigerator.

In fact, the savings in operating costs alone could pay for the cost of the instrument in as little as 7 years.

But economical operation is only one of the many benefits you get with our permanent magnet Spectrometers. Others are: unmatched resolution stability; amazing ease of setup; and high throughput.

If you are planning to add to your current NMR capabilities or just getting into NMR, it will pay you to get more information on the entire Perkin-Elmer line of permanent magnet NMR Spectrometers.

Instrument Division, Perkin-Elmer Corporation, Main Avenue, Norwalk, Conn. 06856.

*Perkin-Elmer patent numbers 3,515,979 and 3,622,869.

PERKIN-ELMER
Committed to helping your samples tell you more.
Worthington Collagenase...

In microbiological studies of animal cells, it often is desirable to isolate and separate the cells for further study. The researcher's need is to separate the cells from the connective and cementing materials without damaging the cells themselves.

Many researchers found that a natural mixture of digestive enzymes produced by a non-toxigenic strain of the bacterium *Clostridium histolyticum* provided the separation remarkably well. The enzymes, without the toxin that many of the *Clostridia* produce, effectively digest away the materials connecting the cells into a tissue, but leave the cells themselves virtually untouched.

The enzyme mixture is named after its more unique member, *Collagenase*. Worthington supplies Collagenase in several degrees of purity ranging from crude to highly purified; researchers have generally found that the less purified material is more effective in releasing intact cells from tissues. The effectiveness, however, seemed to differ with different tissues, and it did not always match the quantitative differences noted in our assay labs.

A program was therefore initiated by Worthington aimed at correlating effectiveness of samples on specific tissues with results of our own biochemical assays. We enlisted the support of several dozen prominent researchers; they evaluated more than a hundred samples of regular production and specially prepared lots of Collagenase in their own studies.

Evaluation of these studies has enabled us to categorize our crude Collagenase into four different types which are blended and classified according to the specific tissues for which each is best suited. The four types are available as listed in our current catalog.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>CHARACTERISTIC</th>
<th>TISSUE BEST SUITED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Normal balance</td>
<td>Fat cells; Adrenal tissue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>High Clostridiopeptidase</td>
<td>Liver, Bone, Thyroid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Low Proteases generally</td>
<td>Mammary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Low Tryptic activity</td>
<td>Pancreatic Islet cells</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The increasing use of Collagenase in cell isolation is encouraging. Credit for the program's success is due to the many researchers who cooperated so openly with their time and talent.

Your comments and interest are welcome. Additional information on this application of Collagenase and a copy of our current catalog are available on request.

Worthington Biochemical Corporation | Freehold, New Jersey 07728 U.S.A.
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45 The observatory of the Collegio Romano, where Jesuit astronomer Father Angelo Secchi (1818-1878) made the first spectroscopic survey of the heavens.

46 Museo Copernico ed Astronomico where Polish Astronomer Nicolas Copernicus did much of his early work.

47 Naples. The Zoological Station.

48 University of Padua. The anatomical theater was built in 1594 by Fabrizius of Acquapendente, a pioneer of the comparative method of anatomical research and discoverer of valves in the veins.

Vienna. 49 The Pharmacognostisches Institute, which houses a museum of 10,000 items of scientific interest.

50 A reconstructed apothecary, laboratory and print shop in the Technisches Museum fur Industrie und Gewerbe.

Czechoslovakia. Gregor Mendel did his landmark work in genetics in a 51 monastery in Brno.

Still in Prague. 52 Charles University where you will visit the rooms in which Einstein, Ernst Mach and Philipp Frank taught and worked.

Germany. Munich. 53 The Deutsches Museum. Reconstruction of the laboratories of Lavoisier and Liebig.

46 The Werner von Siemens Institute, where electrical engineering and research are traced from 1850.

Heidelberg. 55 The Deutsches-Apoktheken Museum, an ancient castle packed with apparatus and drugs, vessels and relics.

56 The Deutsches-Roentgen Museum in Remscheid preserves Roentgen's apparatus, including a 1905 X-ray lab.

57 The Deutsches Gesundheitsmuseum in Cologne.

Berlin. 58 Chemistry Institute, where Otto Hahn split the uranium atom in 1938.

East Berlin. 59 The Robert Koch Museum. Koch, co-founder of modern bacteriology, used glass slides to grow cultures until his assistant, Julius Petri, invented the glassware that carries his name.

60 The home and garden of Alexander V. Humboldt.

61 The library of Max Planck.

62 Charité Hospital, where Rudolph Virchow, founder of cellular pathology, first described leukemia.

Cracow, Poland. 63 Collegium Maius for a look at the telescopes of Copernicus.

A jet to Rumania and a drive to Cluj for a visit to 64 an 18th-century apothecary shop.

Greece. 65 The Lyceum, where Aristotle taught from 355 B.C. until just before his death. 66 Plato's Academy.

Istanbul. 67 Pergamon where Galen practiced medicine.

Bombay. 68 The Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, devoted to nuclear research, computer science, molecular biology, radioastronomy, and mathematics.

69 The Bhahba Atomic Research Center is India's national center of research for the peaceful use of atomic energy.

70 The Yoga Institute. Here you can learn Yoga culture, technique and scientific discipline.

Russia. 71 Academy of Sciences in Leningrad. Pavlov's lab.

72 The Anthropological and Ethnographical Museum.

73 The Mendeleyev Research Institute.

Moscow. 74 The National Economic Achievements Exhibition.

Tokyo. 75 The Kitasato Institute, founded by Baron Shibasaburo Kitasato who isolated the agents which cause bubonic plague and dysentery.

You're back on American soil when you visit 76 the Hawaii Volcano Observatory.

To wind up your trip we want to give you the opportunity to see any four labs in the U.S. 77, 78, 79, 80 which hold particular interest for you. We will do our level best to arrange a visit for you to four labs of your choice.

OFFICIAL RULES—NO PURCHASE REQUIRED

1. This sweepsakes is only open to those employed in medical, educational, or industrial fields who normally work with labware. Or who supervise or administer a laboratory. Or who purchase or store labware.

2. To enter, complete this official entry blank, or, on a plain 3 x 5-inch piece of paper, hand print your name, address, and field of activity.

3. Enter as often as you wish, but each entry must be mailed separately to: Around the World in 80 Labs, P. O. Box 1730, Blair, Nebraska 68009. Entries must be postmarked by September 30, 1974 and received by October 15, 1974.

4. One winner from each of the three fields of activity—industry, education, and medicine—will be picked from among all entries received in random drawings conducted by the D.L. Blair Corp., an independent judging organization. Decisions of the judges are final. Winners will be notified by mail. Winners will travel in a group departing on a date to be selected by Corning Glass Works. Departure is estimated to be between the months of May and July, 1975 for a trip duration of 30 days. Corning Glass Works reserves the right to modify trip itinerary as a result of conditions prevailing at time of prize award.

5. All prizes are guaranteed to be awarded Names of the prize winners will be furnished to anyone who sends a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Corning Laboratory Sweepstakes, Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y. 14830.

6. All prizes are guaranteed to be awarded Names of the prize winners will be furnished to anyone who sends a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Corning Laboratory Sweepstakes, Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y. 14830.

77

78

79

80

Around the world in 80 labs.

The World of Science. Now there's a idea that really sends me. Here's my entry.

I am engaged in ( ): □ Medical □ Educational □ Industrial Activity

Name ____________________________

Firm/Affiliation ______________________________

Business Address _________________________________________________________________________

City __________________ State __________ Zip __________

My Corning dealer salesman is ____________________________

Corning

Makers of PYREX® labware
Science and Man in the Americas

Audiotapes

For two weeks last summer (June 20-7uly 4, 1973) a significant international scientific meeting took place in Mexico City. “Science and Man in the Americas” was attended by more than 5000 scientists, engineers, government officials, representatives of business and industry, science journalists, students, educators and laymen from scores of countries. They deliberated a wide range of topics central to the future development and well-being of the Western hemisphere. The meeting, co-sponsored by AAAS and the Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnología de Mexico, was created in the belief that science is of overriding importance in the world today and that, being universal, it transcends national boundaries.

Here now, captured on audiotape, are many of the most compelling sessions, available for listening, study, and reflection in your home, library, laboratory, automobile. Another service of the AAAS.

NON-NUCLEAR ENERGY FOR DEVELOPMENT: Arranged by Edmundo de Alba and J. Frederick Weinhold.

Session I  □ The World’s Energy Situation: David Freeman, Jean C. Leclercq


Session VI  □ Relationship Between Environmental Protection and Energy: Juan Eibenschutz, Miguel Angel García Lara, et al.

EARTHQUAKE AND EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING: Arranged by Don Toccher and Enrique del Valle C.


Session II  □ Seismicity: Alan Davenport, Luis Esteva, Donald E. Hudson, William Milne, and Jose Grases.

Session III  □ Earthquake Engineering: Julio Kuroiwa, Joseph Pentzien, Jorge Prince, Patricio Ruiz, Roberto Melli, et al.


CIVILIZATION’S FUTURE: WAS MALTHUS CORRECT?

Session I  □ Lecture by Norman E. Borlaug

THE SEA AND ITS RESOURCES: Arranged by Agustin Ayal-Castañares, and Arthur E. Maxwell

Session I  □ Introduction, Coastal Zone Resources, Ocean Effects and their Management: Harris B. Stewart, Jr., Bostwick H. Ketchum, and Julian Adem.

Session II  □ Resources of the Sea: Robert R. Lankford, Martha Vannucci, and Warren S. Wooster.


Session VI  □ Living Resources: Martha Vannucci, Mario Ruivo, Paul E. LaViolette, James Joseph, A. Novak, et al.


THE IMPORTANCE OF EDUCATION IN DEVELOPMENT: Arranged by Albert V. Baez and Guillermo Massieu.


Session II  □ Laboratory Materials and Teaching Aids: Nahum Joel, Ernst Hamburger, Rafael Ferreyra, Thomas Taylor, David Lockard, et al.

Session III  □ Motivation and Learning Processes: David Ehrenfreund, Mary Bud Rowe, Felix Morales, Claudio Dib, et al.

Session IV  □ Science Teaching at High School, Junior College and University Levels: Manuel Servin Massieu, Michael Pentz, Gabriel Camara Cerera, et al.


Session VI  □ The Improvement of Teachers Education: Ernst Hamburger, Nahum Joel, Carlos Gomez, Olac Fuentes, Luis S. Capurro, et al.

DESERTS AND ARIDS LANDS: Arranged by Harold E. Dregne and Fernando Medellin Leal.

Session I  □ Planning Problems and Dilemmas in the Development of Arid Zones: Fernando Medellin Leal, Enrique Beltran, and Thomas Maddock, Jr.


Session V  □ Storage and Retrieval of Arid Zone Data: Dean F. Peterson, Antonio J. Prego, Patricia Paylore, Guadalupe Carrion, et al.
SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY. AND DEVELOPMENT: A NEW WORLD OUTLOOK:

Session I  □  A lecture by Glenn T. Seaborg.

THE EARTH SCIENCES IN WORLD DEVELOPMENT: Arranged by Guillermo P. Salas and Earl Ingerson.


Session II  □  Geologic Research, Exploration and Development in Mexico, Central and South America: Diego A. Cordoba M., Carlos Ruiz Fuller, and Enrique Levy.


SCIENCE, DEVELOPMENT AND HUMAN VALUES: Arranged by Harrison Brown and Victor L. Urquidi.


Session II  □  Knowledge and Development in Latin America: Renee C. Fox, Carlos A. Mailman, Richard Grieo, and Luis Villoro.

Session III  □  Research Priorities for Economic Development in Latin America: Jose Valenzuela, David Ibarra, and Norman Borlaug.

Session IV  □  The Value of Science and Technology to Human Welfare: Luis Manuel Penalver, Gerhard Jacob, George Bugliarello, Joseph B. Platt, et al.


VIOLENCE AND BEHAVIOR: Arranged by Santiago Genovés and J. P. Scott.


TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY AND NATIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: Arranged by Jordan J. Baruch and Miguel S. Wionczek.


Session II  □  Social Impact of Current Rate of Technological Change: Miguel S. Wionczek, Jerome Rotherberg, C. J. Meechan, Edmundo Fuenzalida, et al.

Session III  □  Current Vehicles of Technological Trade I: C. J. Meechan, Robert B. Staubaugh, Ronald Muller, K. D. N. Singh, et al.

Session IV  □  Current Vehicles of Technological Trade II: Mark S. Massel, Luis Soto Krebs, Enrique Aguilar, Luis Figueira Barbosa, et al.


Session VI  □  Determinants of Technological Policy II: Maximo Halty Carrere, Carlos Bazdresch, Jorge Sabato, Michael Michaelis, et al.


Session III  □  Program Development: Alvaro Galvez y Fuentes, Jay Young, Robert Pecskol, Horacio Gomez Junco, Maria del Carmen Millan, et al.


PSYCHODYSLLEPTICS AND ADDICTION—MARIHUANA: Arranged by Wallace L. Guess and Oscar Domínguez Vargas.


EDUCATIONAL PLANNING: Arranged by Don Adams and Manuel Bravo Jiménez.

Session I  □  Quantitative Aspects of Educational Planning: Juan Chong, Cicily Watson, Jose Antonio Carranza, Hector Correa, et al.

Session II  □  Implementing Educational Change: Guy Benveniste, Jaime Castrejon Diez, Paul Watson, Antonio Ramos, et al.

Available as 5-in. open reels (3¾ in. per sec. for standard machines) or as cassettes. Price: single-session symposium, $19.95; multisessions, $19.95 first session, $16.95 each additional session of same symposium. Each session lasts one to three hours. Circle numeral(s) and check box for session(s) you wish to order.

Money order or check payable to AAAS—No Cash. Allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery.

Please Check:  □ Reel  □ Cassette

Name ____________________________

Street ____________________________

City ____________________________ State ____________________________ Zip ____________

Department AT4

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION for the
ADVANCEMENT of SCIENCE
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Attention libraries: write for special discount information for standing orders placed for AAAS audiotapes, books, periodicals, bibliographies, and other educational services.
When you're the leader, how do you follow the leader?

We introduced digital plotting.

For the last ten years, our drum plotters have set the standards of their industry.

Our 565, and the models we've built around it, have made us the largest manufacturer of drum plotters in the world.

But we've known for a long time that someone would come along with something new one day. What we've been working on, is making certain that the new leader would still be us.

Starting now, you'll measure drum plotters by our two new models.

First, the 936. It's faster and it has greater plotting quality than the unit it replaces.

And, it costs less.

Next, our top of the line 1036. It's almost twice as fast as the 936. And again, its plotting quality is higher and its price is lower than the unit it replaces.

We've increased performance and decreased the price of the drum plotter. And that's going to be a hard act to follow.

Call or write California Computer Products, Inc., SM-M3-74, 2411 West La Palma Avenue, Anaheim, California 92801. (714) 821-2011.

CALCOMP
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